Glory III: The Battles of Antietam and Cedar Creek

Official Compilation of Errata and Clarifications

As of 5/27/2009

ERRATA

Series Rules

6.21

Change "it may not enter that hex." to "it may not enter that hex unless that is the only hex being entered by that unit during that unit’s movement."

10.11

Addition:

"If only the top infantry unit in a Stack of infantry units Charges and as a result of that Charge retreats, the bottom infantry unit must take an automatic Disorder and then retreat."

11.26

Addition:

"If Displaced units would have be subject to an enemy attack that phase, the retreating units that are now in the hex in their place are instead attacked. However, the retreating units are automatically Withdrawn (11.4). No Charge Resolution is required."

Battle Book

Table of Contents

There should not have been an entry for Fredericksburg Historical Background.

Page 16, Union Alert, Alert Method #1 by CSA Attack

Insert "fired upon by artillery, " before the word "Charged".

Page 17, Custer's Cavalry

Change "Custer's cavalry may enter through any one Trail leading off the western edge of the map. to "Custer's cavalry may enter through any one Trail leading off the western edge of the map north of Cedar Creek."

Page 19, VI Corps, 2nd Division

The entry for Warren for Getty's Division of the Union VI Corps should have been for Warner.

Page 21, Initial Deployment, Kershaw's Division

The entries for "Coggins (both)" and "Humphrey" for Kershaw's Confederate Division should have respectively been "Goggin (both)" and "Humphreys".

Antietam Map

The 3608/3609 hexside should have been shown as a Steep Slope.

Cedar Creek Counters

The Leader and Combat Unit counters of Custer's Union Cavalry Division should have been labeled as being part of the 3rd Cavalry Division rather than the 2nd Cavalry Division.

The Warren -a and -b infantry counters of Getty's Division of the Union VI Corps should have been labeled Warner -a and -b.

The Coggins -a and -b infantry counters of Kershaw's Confederate Division should have been labeled Goggin -a and -b.

The Humphrey infantry counter of Kershaw's Confederate Division should have been labeled Humphreys.